
 
 

Observer Report 

 

Month/Date/Year  7/12/2021 

City Council COW 

Member attendance:  Marty Maloney, Mayor 

Staff Attendance:  
Frank Kaminski, Police Chief, Jeff Sorensen, Fire Chief, Wayne Zingsheim, 
Sarah Mitchell, Interim Finance Director 

Other staff present:  Human Resources/Admin Services Lisa  

Media coverage? No 

Was there a quorum? Yes 

Number of Attendees Some (6-10) 

Was the agenda 
posted in advance? Yes 

Sufficient time for 
public comments? Yes 

Topics of 
Note/Interesting Topic 

Prior to COW, there was public comment: John Bennett 
 
Bennett's comment was related to the P&Z case details that are on the agenda. 
Re: independent living facility + multi dwelling unit definitions that he believes 
were not addressed by City Attorney properly in the past. Mr Bennett believes 
the residents were not fully informed about the city’s interpretation of the 
definitions at that time. He is requesting staff interpretation about things like lot 
requirements and calculations. He claimed these needs for clarification of 
definitions in the recent case before P&Z were totally ignored by the attorney in 
the past.  
 
Procedures and Regulations - Alder Harrington (Chair) 
Harrington made a motion (passed 7-0) to consider an amendment to direct staff 
to address density restrictions (and clearly define independent living 
facilities/multi dwelling units) in a hearing with P&Z, date TBD in Aug. Hearing 
would provide clarity in the code for the entire community. 
 
Doug Pollack (temporary Dir of Comm Preservation) gave background re the 
complicated discussion in P&Z about regulations related to multi family unit 
language in the ordinance and whether it does (or does not) apply to 
independent living facility in a B1 district. The issue is density.  
 
Related Public Comments: 
One resident lives within 250 ft within the lot being discussed with zoning issue - 
great burden on the community - recommended that the P&Z needs to 
determine in great detail the zoning issues. 



 
Another resident discussed the waste in resources in the "loophole maneuver” - 
need to move with haste. 
Another resident urged the council to set max lot dimensions in the code. 
All residents (except myself) left the COW after the vote to have the hearing 
passed unanimously.  
 
Harrington also listed + prioritized with council future planning and work which 
included FOIA’s, building permits, virtual attendees, pronouns in the code, future 
stormwater commission (Stormwater Utility Fee which has not been 
implemented) 

Topics of 
Note/Interesting Topic 

Fire - Chief Sorensen  
Chief S mentioned there have been personnel discussions about current 
vacancies with staff and balancing the high level of service they provide to the 
City of Park Ridge. Chief S stated that the fire house facilities need to be 
discussed for improvements at an upcoming meeting. Alder Harrington 
expressed concern over Chief S's report and asked Chief S his opinion on what 
he believes would keep/make Park Ridge attractive to attract fire personnel. 
Response from Chief is that fire house culture + morale is good and salaries are 
“getting there.” 
 
Maloney gave suggestion to communicate on social media when + where the 
hydrant flooding will occur. (People have expressed frustration when not being 
notified.)  

Time-sensitive topics 

During the Admin Services Update:  
Alderman Sanchez made a comment about the low wages being offered for 
summer employment. Staff replied that it should be increased but wouldn't 
happen til next year. 

Any topics relevant to 
LWVPR positions? 

There was a slight change in the agenda. Discussion Item about stop signs was 
rescheduled for Sept COW due to absent resident who is spearheading the 
advocacy.  

Were members civil to 
each other and the 
public? Yes 

If no, explain:  

Officials attentive and 
alert? Yes 

Facilities (select any 
deficits) None 

Any other 
observations about 
the meeting? None 

Topics of 
Note/Interesting Topic 

SRO Policy statement - motion passed unanimously 
 
Chief K mentioned it is drafted based on agreement the council has made with 
school district.  
 
Dr Ginger Pennington raised a question virtually: referred to the history she has 
following with the discussions over IGA + D207 SRO. 



 
 
Expressed her concern about data collection and reporting standards for the 
annual review process and asserts the City should be as well. 
 
Metrics/reporting standards have not been set/are not included in the policy as it 
is written and that will have consequences. 
 
A short list is provided in the proposed policy but Dr Pennington stated that 
evaluation criteria should still be incorporated as an effective evaluation tool 
before implementation of the program. She referenced the history of the council 
and this issue with prior discussions and stated that evidence on video and prior 
intentions of alders is being ignored. She spoke about the importance of the city 
council needing to focus on roles and responsibilities from its own perspective 
and encouraged increased efforts to work with the school district admin and 
board to get the right policy in writing proactively.  
 
Discussion/Response from staff: The SRO Annual Report is in the process of 
being completed with D207 (Chief is getting that info together now and D207 
may attend a future meeting to present.) Based on Dr Pennington’s comment, 
Joyce then asked about the council’s path forward and if this policy is sufficient.  
 
Melidosian: this policy meets our needs, but recommended that additional 
community requirements should be taken to the school district 
Moran: this policy meets our needs - looking forward to more conversation about 
this (after Annual Report is submitted and something is in front of the Council) 
No other major comments from Council before the vote which was unanimous.  

What time did meeting 
adjourn? 8:47:00 PM 

 


